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1. Introduction
The last two decades have witnessed increasing research 

interest in amorphous ferromagnetic microwires. Especially, 
much attention has been turned to the development of potential 
structural and function materials with magnetic bistability1, 
giant magneto impedance (GMI) effect2-4, electromagnetic 
shielding (EMS)5 by using a variety of alloy microwires. 
Amorphous structure for ribbons, films or BMGs are formed 
due to the high rapid quench rate of ~106 K/s which ensures 
the excellent mechanical6,7 and magnetic characteristics. 
Melt-extracted amorphous microwires with diameters of 
20~60 μm have outstanding soft magnetic characteristics8 due 
to small sizes and amorphous state. The microstructure and 
magnetic properties of the melt-extracted microwires can be 
tailored by optimizing composition design or the fabrication 
process9,10. Compare with amorphous ribbons, films or bulk 
metallic glasses (BMGs), amorphous microwires show the 
superior magnetocaloric effect (MCE) due to their wire shape 
and fabricating process. The magnetocaloric melt-extracted 
microwires with a nominal composition of Gd55Al25Co20 show 
a large magnetic entropy change (–ΔSm) of 9.7 J·kg–1·K–1 at 
100 K[9], which is larger than that of its BMG counterpart 
(8.8 J·kg–1·K–1)11. The melt-extracted Gd-rich amorphous 
microwires have good mechanical adaptability for they are 
easy to be filled as different shapes, which can render them 
to be applied in the multifunctional fields of MCE-based 
refrigeration.

For improving the magnetocaloric properties and solving 
problems related to the practical applications of Gd-based 
amorphous microwires in magnetic refrigeration (MR), 
it is necessary to investigate their mechanical properties 
and fracture reliability. We have obtained a tensile fracture 
strength of ~1200 MPa and fracture reliability of ~800 MPa 
in melt-extracted Gd55Al25Co20 microfibers9, and also reported 
the fabrication of Zr-containing Gd-rich wires with a tensile 
fracture strength of ~1450 MPa and fracture reliability of 
~1200 MPa[12]. So we aim to fabricate the more high-quality 
Gd60Al20Co20 melt-extracted amorphous microwires and 
investigate the tensile mechanical properties and fracture 
reliability of these Gd-rich microwires when used as MCE 
materials. The fracture reliability was evaluated by using 
Lognormal and Weibull statistic distribution method finally.

2. Experimental Procedure
The melt-extraction technique was introduced for 

fabricating the microwires with a nominal composition of 
Gd60Al20Co20. A uniform master ingot with raw materials 
Gd (99.5%), Al (99.99%) and Co (99.99%) was firstly 
fabricated by vacuum arc melting, and an alloy rod with 
a diameter of 10 mm was obtained by suction casting. 
Then the rod was placed in a boron nitride (BN) crucible and 
re-melted by a high frequency induction furnace. Finally, 
the melt was extracted by a copper wheel with a diameter 
of 320 mm and 60º knife-edge and the wires were formed 
under their surface tension and natural gravity. The constant 
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linear velocity of Cu wheel rim was fixed at 30 m/s and the 
chosen feeding rate of the molten alloy was 10-15 μm/s[13]. 
The melt-extracted process and the morphology of fabricated 
wires with high-quality are schematically shown in Figure 1. 
All the morphologies of wire-surface and fracture-surface 
after tensile test were observed on a field emission scanning 
electron microscope (SEM-Helios Nanolab600i) at 20 kV. 
The structural characteristics of the wires were identified by 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) test obtained by a D/max-rb with Cu 
Kα radiation and a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) 
at a heating rate of 20 K/min. The mechanical measurements 
of the as-cast wires were taken on a special Instron Tensile 
Tester (Type: Instron-5500R1185). Special clamps were 
designed for wire shape samples and a mini-force sensor 
(the measuring range of 0~50 N) for small loading specimens 
were used for the tensile measurements.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Structural characterization

A cooling rate of ~ 106 K/s was achieved due to the 
intense heat transfer between cooling medium and liquid 
metal stream during fabrication process, resulting in the 
formation of amorphous or nanocrystalline structure of 
the wires. As shown in Figure 2a, a typical broad halo in 
XRD pattern was observed near the angle of ~ 33o and no 
other obvious peaks was detected, demonstrating the full 
amorphous nature of the wires.

As shown in Figure 2b, an obvious endothermic reaction 
resulting from the glass transition (super-cooled liquid region) 
and followed by a several obvious exothermic peaks due 
to crystallization appear in the DSC curve, which further 
indicates the amorphous feature of the micro-fibers and 

demonstrates a complex multi-step crystallization process. 
As marked with the orange and green arrows, the glass 
transition temperature (Tg) and starting temperature of first 
crystallization peak (Tx1) were determined as ~574 K and 
~600 K respectively. The temperature region of glass transition 
(ΔTx) is thus calculated as ~26 K (ΔTx = Tx1 – Tg), displaying 
the glass forming ability (GFA). Both the XRD pattern 
and DSC curve demonstrate that the Gd-based amorphous 
microwires can be fabricated by melt-extraction technique.

3.2. Mechanical properties
Specimens were designed for the wire tests as shown in 

the inset of Figure 3a. All the strain-stress curves of measured 
wires are plotted in Figure 3a and it was noted that all the 
specimens showed brittle behavior, i.e. all the wires fail 
catastrophically without any plasticity. Moreover, these 
amorphous microwires displayed a scattering of the tensile 
fracture strengths (σF) ranging from ~788 to ~1196 MPa. 
In order to conveniently compare, we have re-plotted all 
the strain-stress curves by using the values of σF from the 
smallest to largest, as shown in Figure 3b. The average tensile 
fracture strength and standard deviation were statistically 
calculated to be ~1008 MPa and ~121 MPa respectively. 
The distribution of the strength-limiting flaws is considered 
as resulting in the strengths variation of these amorphous 
microwires as mentioned above, and these flaws cause the 
apparition of metallic cores, casting pores, inclusions or 
surface irregularities in the fibers which were introduced 
during the fabrication process. It should be noticed that the 
severe deterioration of mechanical properties (including 
tensile strength and fracture reliabilities) occurs due to 
the existence of these flaws, thus resulting in their limited 
application in MR systems.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the melt-extraction process, (b) optical micrograph of as-extracted microwires bundle, SEM images 
of (c) side-view and (d) circular cross-section.
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The fracture reliability is vital factor in the practical 
applications for the brittle microwires due to their wider 
degree of scatter in σF values compared with that of ductile 
materials. Further to confirm the safety of brittle materials in 
engineering, the statistical methods are commonly employed 
and performed to describe the distribution of fracture stresses. 
Among which, Log-normal distribution method is usual for 
describing the failure strengths of brittle microwires and 
the cumulative probability function is shown as below14:
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where PF
LN shows the cumulative distribution that displays 

the probability of failure behavior at a given uniaxial stress 
σ or lower, κ is the mean and s represents the standard 
deviation of the natural log of the fracture stress values.

Further to calculate the PF
LN, a set of data is obtained 

in Figure 3b and shown as σ1<σ2<···σN<···<σN. Thus the 
probability of failure PI

LN at a uniaxial given stress σI can 
be calculated by using the following expression (median 
rank value):
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where the valus of κ and σ are obtained by fitting 
experimental data (ln(σ), 2 PF

LN -1) which is plotted in 
Figure 4a and the value of R2=0.98 shows a well-fitting 
result. The average stress (at κ=6.92) is calculated up to 
~1012 MPa and the value is extremely close to the average 
stress value of ~1008 MPa.

Moreover, Weibull distribution is more commonly 
introduced to evaluate the brittle materials than above 
mentioned Log-normal distribution method and the cumulative 
probability function is expressed as follows15,16:

Figure 2. (a) XRD pattern and (b) differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) curve of melt-extracted Gd60Al20Co20 microwires.

Figure 3. (a) Strain-stress curves of the tested Gd60Al20Co20 microwires and inset is the wire specimen, (b) the re-plotted strain-stress 
curves with the values of σf from the smallest to largest.
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where PF
WB described Weibull cumulative distribution and 

defined the same as PF
LN, V indicates the volume of the 

wire specimen, σμ is the threshold value of the maximum 
or ultimate fracture stress, σ0 described the Weibull scale 
parameter (or characteristic stress) when the PF

WB is 63.2% 
and m is the parameter known as Weibull modulus (or shape 
geometric parameter) which displays the variability of 
failure strength. While σμ≠0, Equation 3 is rewritten by:
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and it also named three-parameter Weibull model (TrPWM) 
and when σμ=0, Equation 3 is rearranged to two-parameter 
Weibull model (TPWM):
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For TPWM, the values of m, σ0 are obtained as 8.5, 
1067 MPa respectively by linear fitting experimental data (ln(σ), 
ln[-(1-ln PF

WB)]) and the results show an excellent fitting for 
R2=0.99. Moreover, the values of m, σ0 and σμ are calculated 
to be 8.5, 700 MPa and 365 MPa respectively for TrPWM 
by non-line fitting experimental data (ln(σ), ln[-(1-ln PF

WB)]). 
The result also indicates a nearly consistent fitting of TrPWM 
for R2=0.99. Though the fitting curves are quite close as 
shown Figure 4b, the fitting with three-parameter version 
(marked by violet dash line) follows the trend of the data 
much better than that with the two-parameter one marked 
by (red solid line).

It should be focused that Weibull modulus m actually 
described the reliability of tested specimens, namely a large 
value of m value represents a low degree of scatter for fracture 

strength and hence high reliability of applied materials. 
The m value calculated in our present work is larger than 
that of GdAlCoZr microwires12 and A707 steel welds17, while 
smaller than that of Gd55Al25Co20 melt-extracted microfibers9, 
Mg-based amorphous microwires18 under tensile condition and 
Zr-based19, Mg-based20 BMGs under compressed condition. 
In a word, the melt-extracted Gd60Al20Co20 amorphous 
microwires with high flaw/damage tolerance and reliability, 
combined with their excellent functional properties, makes 
them as potential substitute materials in MR applications.

3.3. Fracture morphology
Figure 5 illustrates two typical fracture morphologies 

observed in the tested specimens with two different 
diameters of ~20 μm and ~40μm. The angle between the 
stress axis and fracture surface varies from 52o to 82o with 
the diameter of the microwire increases from ~20 μm to 
~40 μm, as displayed in Figures 5a and 5b. Pronounced 
shear bands appear in small-sized specimen, as shown in 
inset of Figure 5a, showing a typical fracture characteristic 
of amorphous alloys. The characteristic of the fracture is 
also reflected by the fracture morphology shown in Figure 5c 
which shows two pronounced regions: the relatively smooth 
zone (which is denoted featureless zone) induced by shear 
slip and the vein-pattern zone produced by the rupture of 
the remaining part after the initial shear displacement21.

In comparison, Figure 5d shows the clear cross-section 
of a perpendicular fracture for the relatively larger diameter 
specimen, which is similar to the low-strength fracture 
surface of Mg-based wires. The crack originated at one of the 
surface irregularities formed during the fabricated process, 
and moved radially away from a semicircular ‘‘mirror”, 
leaving elongated markings along the crack propagation 
paths to form ‘‘hackle regions”, and finally resulted in the 
fracture of the wire. This larruping fracture morphology and 
relatively large angle between the stress axis and fracture 
surface caused by a low amorphization degree owing to 
the lower solidification rate during fabrication process with 
large diameters. However, there is almost no obvious tensile 
plasticity detected in all tested samples, nearly indicating 
their brittle nature.

Figure 4. (a) Log-normal poltting and (b) Weibull plotting of the tensile strength of amorphous melt-extracted Gd60Al20Co20 microwires
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4. Conclusions
The mechanical properties and fracture reliability of 

melt-extracted Gd60Al20Co20 amorphous microwires were 
systematically investigated. The tensile fracture strengths of 
tested wires vary from ~788 to ~1196 MPa, and their mean 
values and standard deviation were calculated to be ~1000 MPa 
and 121 MPa, respectively. The wires exhibited a brittle 
fracture characteristic and the average stress of 1012 MPa is 
obtained by Log-normal fitting. The larger values of Weibull 
modulus of 8.5 and 5.3 calculated by two-parameter or 
three-parameter Weibull non-line fitting method respectively, 
pronounced high flaw/damage tolerance and reliability of 
the melt-extracted Gd-based amorphous wires. Therefore, 

the more excellent tensile property and higher fracture 
reliability together with their excellent previously reported 
magnetocaloric property of the Gd-based wires make them 
potential materials for magnetic refrigeration applications.
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Figure 5. Fracture morphologies of melt-extracted Gd60Al20Co20 amorphous microwires with diameters of (a) ~20μm (the inset gives the 
local magnified image of (a)) and (b) ~40 μm for side-view. (c) and (d) show the cross-section images of (a) and (b).
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